Remember the Big Facts

Sometimes it is helpful to place information we are learning into a visual organizer. Visual organizers are great tools to help organize new material when we are reading, taking notes, or discussing what we are learning. Let’s place the important information on Europe into a visual organizer. We will refer to this organizer as a definition map.

**ACTIVITY:**
Surrounding Europe in the center box are phrases in which you are to write answers. If needed, you can look back to the last two lessons of reading to find the information to complete the definition map.

- **Highest elevation**
  - Place________________________
  - Elevation____________________

- **Longest river and location**
  - River________________________
  - Location_____________________

- **Hottest spot**
  - Place________________________
  - Country______________________

- **Most active volcano**
  _______________________________
  - Location_____________________

- **Largest Island**
  _______________________________

- **Mountain ranges dividing Europe and Asia**
  _______________________________

- **World’s Largest Country**
  _______________________________

- **World’s Smallest Country**
  _______________________________

- **Europe’s largest lake**
  _______________________________
  - Location_____________________

- **Coldest spot**
  - Place________________________
  - Country______________________

- **Famous Swiss mountain peak!**
  _______________________________

- **Population**
  _______________________________

- **Calculation of people per square mile**
  _______________________________

- **The large landmass of Europe and Asia**
  _______________________________